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GENERAL DEBATE ON ALL SITSARMAMENT ITEMS 

Hr. TaPNIP ;Vfot Nam) o At the outset, on behalf of the 

delegation of Viet Nam, pormft me to join previous speakers in congratulating 

you, Sir, on your election to the chairmanship of this Committee. E beliuvo 

that, under your guidance, the work of the Committee will come to A euccossful 

conclusion. I would also like to take this opportunity to extend my 

felicitations to the other members of the Bureau of the Committee. 

It stands to reason that the twentieth century will yo down in mankind’s 

history a8 ono of its most eventful periods, In this century, mankind has 

achieved far-reaching progress in all the social, economic and scientific and 

technological fields, whereas it has failed to prevent the outbreak of two 

dovaatatlnq world wars and has brought upon itself an unprecedented threat - 

an annihilating nuclear war. And now, at the turn of the century, the world 

is undergoing extensive and profound changes, 
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Many of the new changes offer bright prospect8 for .I much better world. 

With the end of the cold war, confrontation is giving way to cooperation in 

inter-State relations, Throughout the world the peaceful settlement of 

conflicts is developing into a dominant tread. Development is replacing the 

arma race aa the primary Friority and the foremoat consideration in both the 

foreign and the domestic policies of most nations. 

None tho less, the world ia still entangled in many of it6 old problems 

and faced with newI formidable challenges. As nuclear weapon0 still exist, 

mankind’s reurvival remains in jeopardy. The termination of the bipolar world 

and the powerful and devastating display of military technology in the Gulf 

War may give rise to attempts to achieve hegemony, resort to the use of force 

and the acguisition of modern armaments and military technology. While not 

all of the old conflicts have been resolved, new conflicts have emerged or 

threatened to break out ae a result of ethnic strife. In addition, the world 

economy and international economic relations are far from being a stable basLe 

for pace and security BI the developing countries continue to be kept in a 

dfeadvantageoua poaltion and the gap between the developed and developing 

countries continues to widen, 

If mankind is to aolve its outstanding problemr, face its challenge8 and 

seiae the opportunity for development, the cessation of the arms race and 

disarmament are a m, The cessation of the arm8 race and 

dfsarmameut will eliminate the material basic of all wara, including nuclear 

war, promote confidence between nations and release huge reeourcea for 

development endeavoura. 

It ie gratifying to note that over the peat several yearo, tangible and 

important progress haa been recorded in the field of disarmament. Following 
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the historic 1967 Treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union on the 

Elimination of Their Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Rango Miaofles - the INF 

Treaty - and the 1990 Agreement on Conventional Forces in Europe, fn July 1991 

the United State8 and the Soviet Union efgned the Strategic Arms Reduction 

Treaty, which would actually reduce United States and Soviet strategic nuclear 

arsenals. With the decisions of France and China to accede to the 1966 Treaty 

on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), for the first time since 

the signing of that Treaty all the nuclear-weapon states have become party to 

it, thereby greatly strengthening the nuclear non-proliferation regime. And 

most recently, at the initiative of President George Bush of the United 

States, which was then reciprocated by President Mikhail Gorbachev of the 

Soviet Union, the possibility of the elimination of tactical nuclear weapons 

and the cancellation of some of the military nuclear programmes of the two 

countries ha8 emerged, Viet Nam welcome8 those event8, a8 well a8 the 

positive response from the other nuclear-weapon States. We believe that all 

the aforementioned development8 have contributed to reducing the threat of 

nuclear war and brought closer the day when the world will be completely free 

from nuclear weapon8. 

Nevertheless, the tasks that lie before us are 8till enormou8, Among 

thm, the prevention of nuclear war and nuclear disarmement should continue to 

be issues of the highest priority. It goes without saying that the 

r88pOn8ibility for the prevention of nuclear war and nuclear dfsarmament rests 

in the first instance upon the nuclear-weapon States. But since nuclear 

weapons pose the threat of extinction to “haves” and “have-nets” alike, all 

State8 have a vital intereet in the process, and they therefore have the right 

and the reaponsfbflity to promote it. For that reason. and in view of the 
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rapid changes that we have all witnessed recently, it is regrettable that the 

items relrtted to the prevention of nuclear war, the cessation of the 

nuclear-arms race and nuclear disarmament on the agenda of the world’8 two 

largest negotiating and deliberative forums, namely, the Conference on 

Disarmament and the Disarmament Conunieaion respectively, still fall to 

register any progress because of the positions of some nuclear-weapon States. 

Viet Nam holds thtt in the nuclear field the long-standfng question of 

the comprehensive prohibition of nuclear tests should be accorded the highest 

atterrtfon by the international community. We also hold that in the present 

international context the questiona of the non-user or at least non-first-use, 

of nuclaar weapons aud security assurances for non-nuclear States have become 

practicalities and deserve serious consideration. For Ihe same mason, the 

ad’&- of the doctrine of *@nuclear deterrence” is all the more 

questionable. Viet Nam aupports efforts aimed at nuclear-free regions on rhe 

basis of the agreement of all countries in the regions. In this connection we 

would like once again to express the desire and aspiration 01 the Vietnamese 

people, along with the other peoples in South-East Asia, to tur*1 tha” part of 

the world into a nuclear-weapon-free aone. 

Over the past year, the international community has exerted strenuma 

efforts with a view to the signing of a comprehensive convention banning 

chemical weapons. Although not yet a member of the Conference on Disarmament, 

Vfet Nam has been trying to contribute to the work of the Conference on this 

issue. The active efiorts of the the Soviet Union and the United States have 

been essential in maintaining the mcmentum. We hope that solutiona to the 

remeining iasues will moon be found in a manner that conforms tea the 



legitimate interests of all States. As a South-East Asian country, Viet Nam 

wishes to reaffirm its support for Australia’s efforts to prevent the 

prolffuration of chemical weapons in South-East Asia and the Pacific. 

Recently, conventional disarmament and the reduction of military budgets 

have attracted greater at’-entfon from the international community. Viet Nam 

supports plans designed to curb the arms race in various regions of the world, 

provided that they are non-discriminatory and Ihave the agreement of the 

countries of the region. Today, I am pleased to inform the Committee that 

Viet Nam has reduced its standing armed forces by 600,GOO over the past 

two years. In the socio-economic policy of Viet Nam in the ysars to come, 

substantial troop-reduction and military-spending cuts are envisaged, 
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It is true that developing countries should be actively engaged in 

conventional disarmament and should reduce their military expenditures, which 

place a heavy burden on their economies, Over the past 45 years almost all 

the wars and armed conflicts have taken place in devoloping countries. But it 

is also true that the main responsibility fox conventional disarmament and 

reduction of global military spending lies with the military Powers and the 

developed countries because they are the principal arms suppliers aI4d the 

major military spenders. Many of the wars and armed conflicts that have taken 

place in developing countries were imposed upon them directly or indirectly 

with arms supplies from big Powers or were the consequences of the policies of 

big Powers in their quest for spheres of influence. 

For more than four decades, since the end of the Second World Yar, 

although disarmament and arms control have served as significant instruments 

in the international community’s endeavours to halt and revarse the arms race 

and to safeguard world peace, they have had numerous limitations. They have, 

jntar au, failed to check the growth of the number of weapons, and have been 

confined to outmoded types of weapons; and in certain cases they have led to 

the assumption that they were discriminatory and were being pursued for the 

purpose of maintaining some kind of monopoly. 

This situation has to be redressed if disarmament and arms control are to 

play the desired role in shaping a better world. In 1978, against the 

background of dhtentg and some important progress in the field of disarmament, 

the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament was 

convened, and it succeeded in adopting by consensus a Final Document which set 

out not only the priorities and the specific measures of disarmament to be 
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implemented in the following yearsr but also the principles guiding the 

process. That special session was a landmark in the disarmament process, for 

it was the ffrat time that the world’s nations were able jointly to draw up a 

disarmament strategy. The renewed arms race and the impasse fn disarmament 

negotiations of the late 1970s and the better part of the 1980s should not be 

construed as evidence of a fallacy in the strategy of the first special 

session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmaments rather they are a 

violation of that strategy. 

We are convinced that the strategy of the first special session of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament remains immensel- valid and needs to 

be implemented in the years to come. Just as we should respect the pivotal 

principles agreed at the special session, we should also take into full 

consideration the new realities. 

One of the salient features of today’s world is the comprehensive nature 

of aecurfty. Hence, the lack of economic security experienced by most 

developing countries as a result of the unjust international economic order, 

or by some developing countries as victims of trade embargoes or economic 

blockades, naturally hinders the participation of those countries in the 

disarmament process at both the global and the regional levels. In this 

connection, I would like to underline the need to realise the intimate 

relationship between disarmament and development as asserted and defined at 

the 1987 International Conference on the Relationship between Disarmament and 

Development. 

With the passage of time, the importance of confidence-building in all 

its aspects has been more clearly perceived. Confidence-building and 

disarmament are closeiy intertwined. In this regard, the guidelinus for 
-- - - __ - -_ - - --- _ -.- ~- --- - 
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appropriate types of conffdonoe-building measures and for the implementation 

of such measures on a global or regional level, sndorsod in General Assembly 

resolution 43178 H, are all the more relevant. 

The fast pace and the power of the ongoing scientiffa and technological 

revolution offer every nation the possfblfty of rapid advancement to the ranke 

of the world’8 developed notions. At the same time, thoy confront 811 nations 

l sith the danger of being gufckly left behind and even of being permanently 

placed at the margin of the stream of dovolopmont, This axiom makes crystal 

clear to Vfet Nam the preas’ng end vital need for all-out efforts aimed at 

development. 

Since the mid-1980s, Viet Nem has carried out a multifaceted policy of 

renewal, and we have obtained scmo initial encouraging results. However , we 

have not yet been able to overcome the socfo-economic crisis. The SUCCBSB of 

our policy of renewal and of our development efforts cannot be socured without 

the creation of a favourable intornetfonal environment, which accordingly is a 

long-term goal - the highest goal - of our foreign policy. On many occasions, 

Viet Nun hae declared its willingness to establish friendship with all 

countries in the international community and its determination to work for 

peace, national independence and development. 

In recent years Vfet N8m has consolidated the relations of friendship and 

cooper#Yion it has enjoyed with many countrieer promoted its relations with 

countries in South-Eaat Asia and with many other countries in Asia and the 

Pacific and in Western and Northern Europe2 improved its relations with the 

People’s Republic of China on the basis of the five principles of peeceful 

coexistence and without detriment to the intorests of any third country) and 

is striving for the normalization of it6 reletions with the United Stetes. 
----- - -----_.____- 
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The new developments in South-East Asia, particularly the prospect of an 

early settlement of the Ca&odicrn question, open up before the South-East 

Asian countries a new era of peace, cooperation and development. Viet Wan is 

prepared, together with other South-East Asian countries, to build a new 

future for South-East Asia, Most recently, on 16 September 1991, the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs of Viet Nam sent to the Chairman of the Standing Committee 

and the Foreign Ministers of the Association of South-East Asian Nations an 

official request to join the 1976 Bali Treaty ot that Association. 

As a new century is approaching, and in the context of the newky emerged 

world situation, all nations rightly hope for a future world of peace, 

equality and development for all. They also right7.y ponder the remaining 

obstacles and new challenges. To realise this hope and to tackle these 

obstacles and challenges requires doo9eration among, and efforts by, all 

nations. For its part, Viet Nam pledges to m&ke its contribution. 
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Mr. w (Austria)8 Permit me at the outset, Sir, to convey to 

you the most sincere congratulations of the Austrian delegatfon on your 

election as Chairrran of the Fircc Committee at the forty-sixth sessfon of the 

General Assembly. Your election is not only a tribute to your personel 

experience and skill in disarmament matters, but also a compliment to your 

country, Poland, 

I should also like to congratulate the Vice-Chairmen of the Committee, 

Ambassador Ordoneo of the Philippines and Mr. Alpman of Turkey, a8 ~6.11 as the 

Rapporteur , Mr. So&r of Uruguay. 

I assure the officers of the Committee of the full support and 

cooperation of the Austrian delegation. 

Let me also pay a most sincere tribute to the Under-Secretary-General for 

Disarmament Affsirs, my good old friend, Yasuohi Akaahi, for the untiring 

efforts he and his colleagues of the Department for Disarmament Affairs are 

constantly making to promote the process of disarmament and to enhance the 

role of the United Nations in that field. 

The aborted COUI) in Moscow challenged the frequently invoked democratic 

transformation of a formerly totalitarian system to prove its maturity. Whl le 

leaders of Governments in all parts of the world were still wondering whether 

to write off a hope which had increasingly, for years, captivated 

international debate, the world once again witnessed a confrontation we had 

become all too familiar withr a regime relying for its security on weapons 

and tanks opposing a people seeking its democratic emancipation from 

authoritarian rule. Anxiously, we all watched as history this time did not 

repeat itself, but as an anachronistic period was overcome by the victory of 

ideas whose time has finally arrived, Thus an imminent threat to democratic 

advance was transformed into a catalyst for continuous peaceful change, 



The unprecedented ch,:nge which has become well established, and which is 

rofloctod in a now spirit of cooporation within tho Wnftod Nations, provides 

the international community of States with previously unforeseen chances. 

Thus, only a few weeks ago0 the Austrian Fodsral Minfater for Foreign Affairs 

could say in his statement to the General Asaemblyr 

“The breakdown of totalitarian idoologfos offers vast opportunities for 

shaping a new universal consensus on fnternatfonab cooperation and 

poacs. ‘1 (A/46LPV.12,) 

Cooperation has become a political, economic and military option as ~011 

as a nocossity. It has proved effoctfve - and not only in the framework of 

tho Security Council, Conssquontly, the ond of the East-West conflict, with 

its global implications, requires a reassessment of security assumptions some 

of which are still rooted in the period of the cold war* Finally, the decades 

of sporadic summit meetings have boon succeodod by sustained openness, which 

allows for groater transparency and consequently onhancoa mutual confidence. 

The quality of relations between the leading nations, and especially 

between the super-Powers, is profoundly reflected by tho global notwork of 

multilateral diplomacy, as opitomizod by the United Nations. Numerous 

statements in the general debate roforrod to the new challenges the United 

Nations confronts in the face of a substantially altorod intornetional 

framework. Thus recent progross in bilateral efforts to reduce the stcGkpfle 

of weapons will have to be complemontod by multilateral agreomonts. Whereas 

several importtint agreements on arms control and on disartnamont with mainly 

regional impact have recently been concluded between ths countries concerned, 

treaties that require universal adhsrence should be negotiated under United 

Natfonn auspices. 
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One of the important lessons drawn from the dovologmonts that have 

reehapod internatiodl rolatio8ls during recent years is that hietoric 

opportunities and ahallengea have to be met boldly. Flexibility is roquird 

t.o react to situations canoidered unthinksblo only shortly boforo they 

occurrod, Equally, poll.ti~~al vision is necessary to transform historic 

opportunities into lasting improved conditions. The task we are presently 

fscring bs to tmaure smooth evolutionary transitions within an institutional 

framework that allows for dynamic development supportod by stable structures. 

Today we are facirrg a radically diminished level of global military 

threat. On the European continent pc,ssibilities and probabilities of surprieo 

attacks have been radically diminished, and several measures to enhance 

security have been adopted. Hence we are challenged to match the significantly 

reduaed global threat by developing a now stability within the universal 

security syfltem. This will have to be dono by a balancxd and significant 

reduction of existing armourios. 

In his report on the work of the Organiaation, Secretary-General 

Perelr de Cuellar deplored the 

*8deleterioue . . . obsession with military security, which has corroded 

international relations and hampered the advance of most doveloping 

countries towards stable democratic instftutfons.” (A/46/1, p, 3 A) 

My country has always pursued a policy of active security in which military 

security is but one aspect of a complomontary system. Austria recognizee the 

ltigitimate right of self-dofonco as well as the necessity of undertaking 

adequate measures to secure defence capacities, By the same token, we believe 

that we are helped by a historic opportunity to ovQrcorne the fallacy of 

equating a build-up in armaments with increased security. To tistablish a 
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global syotwm of cooporatfvo frltructuros which will. secure lasting stability 

and sustainable peace wa havo to focus on a fow koy priority issues, 

First, the most urgont and immodfato objective is the non-proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. The 1968 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 

Weapons has effectively provontod the spread of nuclear weapons, and thus the 

l’roaty has significantly contributed to international poace and stability. 

Enforced by the International Atomic Enorgy Agency (IAEA) and its safeguards 

systom, it ie also charged with ensuring that nuclear materials and equipment 

for peaceful purposes are not diverted to military UEJQ. 

Experience drawn from the Gulf War now suggests a need to strengthen the 

IAEA nuclear safeguards system. Special inspoctiono of any site, even Pf it 

has not boon placed under Agency safoguurds as a doclarod peaceful nuclear 

installation, are already provided for, Such spot checks by Agency inspectors 

have never boon implemented in the past, They should be used solely in cases 

of groat concorn. The suggostsd institution of a register of exports of 

nuclear oquipmont and technology, for t;ho purpose of monitoring the flow of 

potentially dangerous technology around tho world, moritsl serious 

consideration, Measures of verification should be improved to socure reliable 

detection of non-compliance wherovor and whenever it might occur. 
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Since Francq and China have recently announced their intention to accede 

to the non-proliferation Treaty we hope that all five declared nuclear-weapon 

States will soon be parties to the Treaty, Regrettably, a number of 

countries, among them a few with considerable peaceful nuclear programmes and 

facflftfos, have not yet decided to become States parties, Some of them seem 

to consider the distinction, inherent in the non-proliferation Treaty, to be 

discriminatory between nuclear-weapon States, the so-called haves, and States 

without nuclear facilities, the have-nots. Some of them also criticise the 

lack of significant progress towards nuclear disarmament, which is referred to 

in article VI of the Treaty. 

The Fourth ‘Review Conference, which could not agree on a final document, 

undertook a comprehensive review of the non-proliferation Treaty. Obvious 

consensus on a wide range of issues addressed by the Rtiview Conference might 

still strengthen the non-proliferation Treaty in the future. Thus, we do 

believe Chat in 1995 a consensus can be reached on an indefinite, 

unconditional extension of the Treaty. 

The second issue Austria considers to be of utmost Importance is to stop 

the qualitative nuclear arms race. We have to halt the development of new, 

more sophisticated and more destructive systems of nuclear weapons. In a 

public appeal to the Soviet Union and the United States in 1987 Austria called 

for an immediate end to all nuclear testing as the only wny to prevent the 

further development of nuclear weapons. Progress, achieved in a bilateral 

context, has led to the ratification of the threshold test-ban Treaty of 1974 

and the Treaty on Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes 

of 1976, While they adopt quantitative and qualitative thresholds for allowed 
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testing, the conclusion of a comprehensive nuclear test-ban treaty is 

nevertheless required as the most effective means of stopping all nuclear 

testing. 

When the partial test-ban Treaty was adopted in 1963 tho conc;iusion of a 

comprehensive test-ban treaty was prevented only by questions relating to 

technical verification. Politically, it was then regarded as acceptable by 

all sides. S”nce then substantial progress has been made regarding the 

feasibility of a global seismological control network to verify any major 

underground tremors. Such a control regime would constitute the adequate 

cornerstone of the verification regime of a comprehensive test-ban treaty. 

But in the meantime, newly emerged political conafderatiom have blocked 

multilateral negatiatfons to achieve agreement on a comprehensive test ban. 

Unfortunately, the Amendment Conference of the States Parties to the 

partial test-ban Treaty, convened laat January, cold not agree on a consensu3 

document. A final text introduced by the Chairman of the Conference did not 

find consensus. It contained major elements of an informal continuation of 

the Conference on the basis of informal consultations as well as a reference 

to necessary deliberations on questions still to be solved in the context of 

ongoing efforts in the framework of the Conference on Disarmament, Finally, a 

vote took place on a text that not only suggested further informal 

cona:lltations but also envisaged a formal continuation of the process, This, 

unfortunately, seems difficult because of the existing political stalemate on 

the issue. Nevertheless, in our understanding, the partial test-ban Treaty 

Amendment Conference did prove successful as a catalytic input for future 

efforts, which will, it is hoped, achieve a comprehensive test-ban Treaty as 

soon as possible. 
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Thirdly, I should like to refer to the objective of real reductions in 

nuclear weapons. On this issue remarkable progreae has been made recsntly. 

The implementation of the Treaty on the Elimination of Xntermediwte-Range and 

Shorter-Range Missiles (INF Treaty), in accordance with the agreed timetable, 

will, for the first time, eliminate an entire class of nuclear weapona. The 

long-expected Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) was signed on 31 July. 

We welcome the Treaty, which foresees a significant reduction within aeven 

years of strategic nuclear weapons with a range of more than 

5,000 kilometres. The verification regime, including data exchanges, on-site 

inspections, short-notice inspections at facilities related to strategic 

offensive arms, and challenge inspections of suspect sites, should provide for 

swift implementation of the Treaty. 

A substantive reduction of conventional armaments in Europe has rendered 

obsolote defence concepts based on the early use of nucle,sr forces. The end 

of the flexible-response doctrine has facilitated the recent announcement by 

President Rush unilaterally to withdraw all land-based and see-based 

tactical-nuclear-weapon systems from Europe. In a reciprocal initiazivl; 

President Gorbachev proposed even deeper cuts in the tactical nuclear arsenal, 

suggesting also the elimination of nuclear anti-aircraft missiles as well as 

the reciprocal elimination of air-based tactical nuclear weapons. Austria 

welcomes this positive escalation of unilateral disarmament mewures. We have 

to keep in mind though that unilateral disarmament initiatives, as welcome as 

they are, will not be covered by any verification regime. Therefore we hope 

that the reciprocal announcements will initiate a sustainable nuclear 

disarmament process within the multilateral disarmament machinery. 
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As nuclear weapons have a global dimension all cowtries bear a common 

and legitimate interest in their actual and future fate. The role of the 

United Nations in this multilateral process of nuclear-arms reduction should 

be a catalytic one. Its spproach will have to be twofold. With its unfvorsal 

membership It responds, on the one hand, to undertakings of a global 

dimension. On the other hand, its three regional disarmament centres could 

become pivotal in strengthening the regionalizetiqa of disarmament efforts. 

The fourth issue of importance for Austria deals with the final 

elimination of all weapons of mass destruction. Negotiations on the 

convention on the production, stockpiling and destruction of chemical weapons 

have entered the final stage. We welcome the fact that, with 1992, finally a 

time-limit has been set. Austria attributes the greatest importance to the 

future convention. Even as a non-member State of the Conference on 

Disarmament we have been participating in the work of its subsidiary bodies. 

We welcome recent initiatives which encourage progress and which could 

contribute to the timely conclusion of the convention* Particularly valuable 

is the unconditional renunciation of any use of chemical weapons and the 

commitment completely to destroy all stockpiles of chemical weapons and 

production facilities upon the entry into force of the chemical weapons 

convention. It will speed up the global abolition of this weepon category. 

Some key issues still remain to be resolved. Questions of verification 

and of compliance with the provisions of the future convention, including the 

verification regime to be established for the civilian chemical industry, 

still require further consideration. Unresolved are, furthermore, the issue 

of challenge inspections as well as the question of size, composition and the 
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decision-making process of the executive councfl which is to be established to 

facilrtate the implementation of the Convention. Austria is prepared to 

contribute towards an early conclusion of the chemical weapons convention, 

which will have to attract universal adherence. 

I should like to recall that the Austrian Federal Minister of Foreign 

Affairs has, in his statement before the Conference on Disarmament, officially 

submitted a detailed offer to host in Vienna the future organisation for the 

prohibition of chemical weapons. The offer was reiteratea by the Austrian 

Foreign Minister in his statement of the General Assembly at the current 

80881on. 
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The Third Review Conference of the 1972 Convention on the Prohibition of 

the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) 

and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction met in Geneva last month. The 

Conference could not agree on a proposed intersessional mechanism, but 

progress achieved on the agenda items relating to confidence-building measures 

and verification, will strengthen the Convention. The set of 

confidence-building measures adopted in the final declaration of the Second 

Review Conference, was improved and extended by three additional measures. 

The biological warfare Convention does not include any verification 

procedures. Hence, the decision to convene an ad-hoc group of government 

experts from 30 March t:, 10 April 1992 I,o examine possible verification 

measures, is regarded as a first step towards a possible follow-up. Austria 

attributes grant importance to the issues of biological weapons and will 

continue to work towards further strengthening of the Convention. 

The reduction of weapons of mass destruction is closely interrelated with 

the fifth objective I wish to address - the issue of conventional wec.pons. 

While the control of vertical and horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons 

has been provided for and the reduction of nuclear warheads initiated, 

conventional weapons have continued to do the actual killings in horrifying 

numbers, ae is well known, Accounting for a huge share of the global military 

expenditure, they will bo of i.creasing interest in the intensifying debate on 

scarce resource allocation in the context of agenda item 60 (e). Disarmament 

and Development. 
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Substantial advances in weapons sophistication as well as in improved 

logistics for their deployment have increased tho global significenco of 

conventional weapons, Recent battlefield oxporioncos havo displayed their 

enormous destruction capabilities. 

Strategic, political and ewnomic considerations require that augmented 

attention be payed to all aspects of conventional weapons by multilatorol 

disarmament negotiations. Austria welcomes the European Conmunityy’s 

initiative to promote a United Nations based arms transfer register, which 

could serve as an important confidonco-building measure. The register, by 

enhancing transparency, might foster voluntary constraint &y suppliers and 

recipients alike. Provided it will be non-discriminatory in character and 

universally recognized, it could effectively impede the entry of excess 

capacities of conventional arms into the international arms trade, 

The Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty, negotiated within the 

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), in Vienna, is an 

effective response to the new international climate in which cooporation 

replaces confrontation. Its speedy conclusion proved that dedication, 

tr.3nsleted into political decisions, can moot formidable challenges. Nonce it 

took a mere 20 months to agree on the Troaty’s far-reaching scope and on its 

technical complexity. 

A sustainable disarmament process requires, as a precondition, a 

conducive political climate of improved confidence and security perceptions. 

The new set of confidence-building measures, elaborated in Vienna within the 

CSCE, and designed to complement the provisions of the 198G Stockholm 

Document, will furthor enhance security in the region. 
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Lot me refer to the interrogional seminar on Confidence and Security 

Building Measured, organized by the United Nations Department for Disarmament 

Affairs, so ably directed by Mr, Akashi, a1.d hosted by Austria last February. 

The sominar, which was the first of its kind, addressed the question whether 

experience gained from the CSCE process is relevant for other regions of the 

world. The seminar also tried to assess the feasibility of a role for the 

United Nations in enhancing the further elaboration of confidence-building 

measures. In this process the United Natio.rs should not substitute regional 

initiatives, but make an eff0r.t to complement them. 

For the second time in two years, top military officers of all CSCE 

States are now meeting in Vienna to assess the impact of political change on 

military - ictrines. The following trends, already defined by the first such 

seminar in 1990, have hence been accelerated: disappearance of the concepts 

of an ideological enemy and a hostile alliance] efforts to reshape military 

doctrines and armed forces structures to serve solely defensive purposest 

elirllination of offensive structuresr drastic reductions of military power, 

military budgets and training activities of armed forces. Austria supports 

El1 efforts to complement these security advances with improved cooperative 

structures within the CSCE, The existing conflict-prevention centre should 

provide the institutional framework for a permanent dialogue on security 

policies in the region. 

The favourable political climate, unilateral disarmament initiatives and 

progress in the multilate::; arms negotiations, both at the regional and 

global levels, must be adequately reflected by tllo United Nations disarmament 

bodies. 
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The 1991 eubstantiva session of the Disarmament Commission, over which my 

country had the honour to pre~~ido, was mot with the very active participation 

by a large number of delegations, Tho rocont reform in the Disarmament 

Commission resulted in concuxxtration on future-oriented items in a reduced 

agenda that facilitates in-dcjgth consideration of four topics which are to be 

discussed for three consecutive yoars. My dolegation will ad3ress the issue 

of the Disarmament Commission in a sopareto utatomont. 

As the only negotiating body within tho United Nations disarmament 

machinery, the Conforenco on Disarmament occupies a position of the utfdlost 

imyor tance . Whereas the existing stt;lomato continues to block progress on a 

few of its ten permanent; agenda items, positive &ovelopments within some of 

the subsidiary bodies of the Conference could advance the negotiations during 

1991. My country has appliod for momborship in the Conferonco on Disarmament 

and is eagerly awaiting its expansion, which WQS decided upon as early as 

1982. Even before admissioxx as a full mombor, wo will continua to participate 

in, and contribute to, its aubstantivo work. 

Every year the agenda of the First Committ0e comprises tho entirety of 

disarmament issues. Ongoiny sffortx to streamline the agenda and to 

concentrate t,hs workload has !od to a continuous reduction of agenda items. 

We welcome this dev0lopment. The 22 substantive items on this year’s ag0nda, 

some of them divided into numorous sub-items, still present a formidable task 

which will rsquire extraordinary efforts by all Jolegations. Austria hopes 

that the trend to strive for consensus on an increasing number of items will 

continue. It would be in harmony with the now spirit of cooporation. 
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According to the 1990 comprehensive study on nuolear woaponar the 

arsonals of the five deola?ed nualear-woapon States aontein 50,000 nualoar 

werhoada. Tho study shows that qualftativo improvements in nuclear-weapons 

systems continue, albeit in reduced intensity. Recent findings of the United 

Nations Sciontific Committee illustrste that the nuclear non-proliforution 

rogims is not yet completely socuro. To complemo~~t this scenario, 80 per cent 

of the $2.5 billion, spent every day on armamonts, pay for oonventional 

waapons. 

For decades, we have logitimiaed the continuing military build-up with 

global tensions and growing security needs. The time has come when 

dramatically reduced global threats justify significant reductions in all 

weapons categories, not only in nuclear and chemicals weapons, but e.lso in the 

conventional armoury. 
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Mr. Zw (fslamic Bopublie of Iran): At the outset, 1 would like 

to congratulate you, Sir, on your unanimous election to the chairmanship of 

the First Committee. We are confident that, with your vast diplomatic skills 

and knowlndge of international affairs, you will effectively guide the First 

Committee at this sensitive juncture. I would also like to express my 

delegation’s sincere gratitude to your predecessor, Ambassador Rana of Nepal, 

who conducted tho proceedings of the Committee at the forty-fifth session of 

the General Assembly in such an oxomplary manner, Let me also take this 

opportunity to extend my felicitations to the members of the Bureau, and my 

appreciation to the Under-Sacrotaries-Goneral and the Secretary of the 

Committee, Mr. Kheradi, 

The end of the cold war, coupled with extraordinary developments in 

East-West relations and sweeping changes in the international arena, has 

confronted the internatioual community with unprecedented challenges and 

opportunities, The compelling momentum generated fn the wake of the halt of 

traditional bloc rivalries providos a now opportunity to shape the future 

world order based 01 justice, equality and genuine peace and security. 

Indeed, a brief examination of tho past four decades clearly indicates 

how the cold war was central in reinforcing the arms race and intensifying 

instability and militarisation throughout the globe. This bitter experience 

underscores the point that a new security order for the world cannot be 

established on the basis of the ill-concoivod policies and approaches of the 

past, such as nuclear deterrence, which proved futils in creating a viable 

peace and security. In this connection, the First Committee, as a 

multilateral body dealing with dirsar,namont and international security issues, 

can play an important role in articulatirzg the elomonts required to build a 
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now security order consonant with the truo expectations and aspirations of the 

fntornatlonal community in tho now international era. 

Thoro is a widely held belief that disarmament and arms control agendas 

are now more manageable, given the propitious opportunities provided by 

positive developments ranging from the conclusion of the Strategic Arme 

Peduction Treaty and the progress mado at the Conference on Disarmament 

towards the adoption of a comprohensivo convention on the universal 

prohibition of chemical weaponar to tho signing of the Charter of Paris. In 

fact, these developments aan serve OR tangible preludes to facilitate further 

progress in the areas of disarmament and global security, 

Nevertheless, in order to find overall and comprehensive means to achieve 

these ends, soveral inoxtrfcably linkod problematic issues must be duly 

ac!dressed. The60 include regional and international conflicts as wsll as 

inclinations towards militarism, which aro tho direct outgrowths of disreslpaat 

for the rights of nations, violation of the sovereignty and territorial 

integrity of States, the hegemonic polfcios of certain Powers, and the 

evar-increasing gap betwoon North and South. 

In this regard, the Secretary-General, in his report on the work of the 

Organisation, emphasises that no system of coilectivo security will remain 

viable unless it includes workable solutions to the problems of poverty and 

destitution which afflict the greater part of the world. For the new security 

order to be effectively forged and structured, it is imperative that the 

immense manpower and financial and econotnic resources which are becoming 

available following recent achievements in the area of arms control and 

disarmament, be iillocatod to bridging the widening gap between developed and 
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Because of the primacy of security concorns for all States, it is evident 

that any arms control initiative must be characterixed by well-founded and 

balanced elements and must be devoid of political expediency. Efforts towards 

onhancing transparency, confidence-building measures, and developing a 

workable plan for arms control and strengthoning the security proce8sr at both 

the international an8 the regional level, must be synchronised with progress 

in other areas, some of which I highlighted earlier. 

In this context, it La essential that programmes for regional arms 

control be based on a non-discriminatory approach and ensure the security of 

the countries of each region &-&-ufa threats emanating from within and 

outside their respeative regions. It is rogrottable, however, that most of 

the arms control initiatives advencod by certain big Powers for the Middle 

East in recent months have lacked clear insight. Thoy have in fact been 

blurred by biased inclinations and ill-founded goals, Furthermore, they have 

failed to address the sources of tension and existing imbalances in the 

region. Therefore, not surprisingly, these initiatives have not provided a 

glimmer of hope. In fact, shiftiny from the central issues to peripheral ones 

through such superficial attention to the symptoms rather than the causes of 

tension cannot provide the netxssary groundwork for durable peace and 

undiminished security in the region. 

In spite of the recant changes in the relations between the major nuclear 

Powers, underestimating tho threats still posed by the concentration of 

thousands of nuclear weapons in the nuclear arsenals of the great Powers would 

be a grave mistake. As has often been reiterated, special responsibility 

rests on these Powers to bring about the realization of the long-sought goal 

of the international community - nuclear disarmament. While we welcome any 
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genuine initiative on the part of the major nuclear Powers and other 

nuclear-weapon States towards the reduction of nuclear arma, we cannot but 

stress that all nations have a vital intorost in the negotiations on nuclear 

dfsarmam6nt. Hence, it is imperative that every effort be directed at 

securing progress in multilateral forums, particularly in the Conference on 

Dfscrmament, which is the world’s singls most important forum for multilateral 

disarmament negotiations. To achieve this goal, the responsible and 

cooperative behaviour of nuclear-weapon States is indispensable. 

The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) continues to 

be the sole instrument for controlling and checking t\:e nuclear-arms race. 

However, even though this Treaty has somewhat controlled the horizontal 

proliferation of nuclear arms, its failure to address the vertical growth of 

nuclear arms, together with tho non-cc .)lianco of nuclear-weapon States 

parties to the Treaty with respect to their obligations - specifically those 

related to articles IV and VI - has triggered a sense of frustration and 

cynfaism concerning the credibility and viability of ths NPT, To minimise and 

remove the shortcomings of tho Treaty, and to maximise its credibility, it is 

incumbent upon the nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty to fulfil their 

commitments under the Treaty. Undoubtedly, this would play a significant role 

in the extension of the Treaty beyond 1995. 

In this context, we are firmly convinced that, as the most fundamental 

step towards the total elimination of nuclear weapons, all testing of nuclear 

arms must be stopped once and for all, and that all necessary measures for 

concluding a comprehensive nuclear-test-ban treaty must be taken as soon as 

possible. In fact, in our opinion, the argument advanced by some 

,(,,,4~y~~-wyyI\cIs.a C!d.r*Rne .&.-a. Lh- -----&I - -e - 
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verified is no longer valif3, since the advancement of the technical efficiency 

of verification methods makes it possible to detect undergro.xd nuclear tests 

with a high degree of certainty. In any chase, one cannot justify the refusal 

of certain nuclear Powers to bring nuclear-weapon tests to a halt and to 

accept an underground test ban as a vital measure to complete the partial 

test-ban Treaty, 

Furthermore, pencling the elimination of nuclear weapons, another 

esseneial effort is requirea to renc¶er a non-proliferation regime effective - 

the compliance of nuclear-weapon States with the numerous calls from the 

non-nuclear-weapon States to assure the security of these States against the 

use or threat of use of nuclear weapons through inclusive and legally binding 

international arrangements. 
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Universal adherence to the Treaty is yet another significant prerequisite 

to consolidating the non-proliferation rbgimo. lt is with a sense of 

satisfaction that we note that the number of States parties to the Treaty 

continues to fncreast3, and we particularly welcome the decisions in principle 

of France and China to accede to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 

Nuclear Weapons (NPT). 

It is quite evident that the failure of the industrialised countries 

parties to the Treaty to facilitate the transfer of the equipment, materials, 

and scientific and technological information necassary for peaceful 

applications of nuclear energy by the developing countries represexAts another 

shortcoming of the Treaty. The severely restrictive policies applied against 

developing countries parties to tha Treaty have prevented them from pursuing 

and implementing development. plans that rely, in one way 0;’ another, an the 

peaceful use of nuclear energy. A salient foeture of that discriminatory 

approach is the refusal of curtain industrializad countries to fulfil their 

commitments to complete two nuclear powur plants in my country in which we 

have already invosted several billions of dollars. For countries that have 

faithfully observed their obligations, it is a matter of urgency that all 

existing barriers, motivated and established primarily on discrimfnat:ory and 

political grounds, be lifted immf2dieCely. 

In the course of past years illuminating and convincing irrgument.s have 

been advanced about the necessity for the establishment of zontls free from 

nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction in various regions of 

the world, including the Middle East. Indeed, tkt.0 nuclear-weapon capabili<y 

of thu Zionist rogimo, t-he widospreatl use of chernicai weapons aqainst my 
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country, and the violation of t.he snfogunrds of the Int.arnational Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA) by a non-rlucloar,.-wci\pon Sti\to party to the NPT in our 

region, as illustrated by the IAEA reports, am all matters of great concern 

to us. Those make it all tho more imporotivo to spare no effort to establish 

a zone free Erom nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction in the 

Middle East. My country, which propoGoA to ths General Assembly in 1974 the 

establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East, has never 

ceasled its endeavors to achjevo this valuable goal. We believe that all 

neceesary steps in identifying tho olomor~Cs that would facilitate the 

ostablishmeat of such a aono must bo taken into account. Furthermore, we are 

of the view that concurrent offorts fog tho onhancemont of a similar approach 

in adjacent regions would holy to pavo the way for tho establiflhment of this 

aom in the Middle East. 

Naval disermamont continues to be a compiling priority on the 

disarmament agenda, Yet this subject has bean conspicuously absent from the 

Eramework of arms-control and disarmament initiatives. The xlaval presence of 

the big Powers in or near tho territorial waters of other States constitutes LL 

serious throat to the security and sovereignty of those St.ates. In the 

Persian Gulf region, tho massive military ,?rosonco of the United States 

creates significant tension and threats that cannot be overlooked. This, in 

t.ux Al, foreshadows a futlro fraught with uncertainty and offsets regional 

initiatives aimed at strengthening peace and security in this region, It is 

our deep conviction that ensuring tho security of the Persian Gulf region and 

enhancement; of confidence can be best achic!ved, first and foremost, through 

fostering multifaceted cooperation among the 1 it,toral States within a security 
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and cooperation arrangement free from reliance on the military presence of 

foreign Powers. 

At tho same time, we must underscore the importance of an immediate 

consideration of the issue of naval disarmament in relevant international 

forums. The implementation of the provisions of tho Declaration of the Indian 

Ocean as a Zone of Peace and the early convening of the conference in Colombo 

for that purpose, together with the achievement of the objectives of the 

Declaration, will all undoubtedly build confidence and consolidate the 

security of the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean. 

The conclusion of the preparatory work by the Ad Hoc Committee on the 

Indian Ocean for the convening of the first stage of the conference in Colombo 

has provided a sound basis for working actively towards the implementation of 

the Declaration and the realization of its objectives. 

Let me now turn to the chemical weapons convention which, as a security 

agreement, would contribute to the strengthening of international peace and 

security. This year, the on-going negotiations on the chemical weapons 

convention have been marked by remarkable success. Issues related to the 

prohibition of the use of chemical weapons are now incorporated clearly into 

article 1 of the draft convention. Some contentious and unacceptable 

positions, including those regarding the retention of 2 per cent of 

chemical-weapon stocks within 10 years of the entry into force of the draft 

convention as well as those regarding the right of retaliation with chemical 

weapons, have now been rectified. Although we hope that the convention would 

be finalised by 1992, we cannot sufficiently stress that there still remain 

several outstanding issues that demand meticulous work and constructive effort 
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The issue of verification, which constitutes an extremely sensitive part 

of the convention, must be drafted so scrupulously as not only to ward off any 

possible violation of the convention, but also so as to curb undue 

interference in routine activities of civil chemical industries. Inspection 

on request would be the legitimate right of any State party to the convention; 

nevertheless, misuse of that right for the purpose of obtaining information is 

inconsistent with the provisions of the convention and is by no means 

acaeptable. Thus, it is our considered view that a well-established mechanism 

must be devised to prevent any misuse of the right of verification. 

Another significant issue is the assurance of the security of States 

parties vis-k-via the use or threat of use of chemical weapons. The 

provisions of the draft convention with respect to this issue are of utmost 

importance; they must be well-defined and devoid of any ambiguity and should 

be characterized by strong enforcement mechanisms. 

Furthermore, because the Executive Council would be one of the main 

organs of the Organization for the enforcement of the convention and in which 

all States parties should be represented on the basis of rotation and 

equitable criteria, there should be no permanent membership in the Council. 

Furthermore, the terms for membership in the Executive Council, as well as for 

its presidency, should be as limited as possible in order to provide 

opportunities for the participation of the greatest number of States parties. 

Providing assistance for the peaceful use of chemical industries 

encompasses yet another highly sensitive area of the negotiations on a 

chemical weapons convention that is of great concern to all developing 

countries. It is our deep conviction that in return for the obligations and 
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commitments to be undertaken by the States parties to the convention, the 

privileges and prerogatives of thoso States for development of civil chemical 

industries must be ensured. Lack of such a guarantee will have a negative 

impact on attaining universal acceptance of the convention. En addition, all 

the ‘.mgediments being put forward by the Australian group via-&-via civil 

chemical trade must be abandoned once the convention enters into force. For 

the fntexnational community, and particularly for the vast majority of 

deveropfng countries, such an applicatiou of a double standard in this regard 

is u~~justfffable. 

Moreover, no international agreement without sufficient and effective 

enforcement guarantees can realise its objectives. Thus, a sanctions 

mechanism must be incorporated into tho convontfon to ensure its proper 

enforcement. In fact, such a mechanism would also serve as the enforcement 

apparatus of u future convention on chemical weapons. 
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Provisions governing the costs of onfornAng of Lhe convention constitute 

khe concluding sections of the draft convention, It is required that those 

costa be divided into two parts8 thoao roIated to the destruction oQ chomfcal 

weapontx and those covering tho routino costs of onforcoment of the 

convention. We believe that the former are the responsibility of countries 

which possess those types of weapons of mass destruction, either within their 

national torrltories or on territorios undor their control or jurisdiction. 

Other routino costs of the convention should be distributed among States 

parties on the basiu of the United Nations scale of assoasmo -A, 

Finally, it is imperative that, together with ongoing endeavours to 

conclude the convention on chemical weapons, all countries rJhfch have not yet 

acceded to the 1925 Geneva P* otocol Tnd to the biological and toxin weapons 

Convention do so forthwith and without any rosorvations. The recent Third 

Roviow Conference of the Parties to the Convention on on biolodfca:: and toxin 

weapons indeed provided a welcome opportunity to embark upcn serious work to 

mea8wQ the Convention against technological developments which have occurred 

in the past two decades, and to contemplate taking measures to rectify its 

shortcomings. 

Ab the world mows beyond the cold-war ora, tho international community 

is compelled to reconsider old perceptions. cloctrinos and roali*.;%,ra. It ie 

now imperative that every effort be mado to benefit from this situation and to 

forge ahead vigorously with a view Lo building a new structure of 

international roletions based upon the Charter principles of peace, security, 

justice and equality. 
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Mr.8PEBVIC (Yugoslavia) f First of allJ Sir, I would like to 

congratulate you on your election as Chairman of this fmportant body. We are 

confident that undor your gufdanco we shall have a comprehensive and thorough 

exchange of views loading to a fruitful outcome for our del9boratfons. I alar0 

wish to congratulate other members of the Uureau ou their election, 

May I pay a tribute to the lato Ambassador, and Nobel Priae winner, 

Alfonso Garcia Robles, for his outstanding and remarkable contribution fn the 

disarmament field and to tho work of this Comxnittee over the years, 

The end of the cold war heralded a now era of international ralatfons, 

Tho ovonts that have taken place since tho last session provide ample ovidonce 

of that. Wo arc confronted with new challenges that require new and timely 

rospon61c8. In ouch significantly chaxlgod intern, tional cfrcumstancos for 

global stability, political agreomonts,tho roeolution of certain hot-bods of 

crisis, arms reduction and 80 forth ore of particular importance. 

But at same time, the new concept of international security now emerging 

cannot be realiaod if it does not: include the complex of social and economic 

fssu~s, human rights, environmental concerns an8 so forth. Durable and @table 

peace and global stability cannot be ensured without the dovolopmont of 

developing countries and their integration into the world economy at a much 

faster pace. 

It iti an indisputable fact that in the recant past Europe has undergone 

the greatest of transformations. Tho strongthoning and institutionalisation 

of a specific and comprehensive systum of relationa inaugurated by the process 

of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) provide the 

groundwork for further development of relations in Europe based on the Charter 

of Paris for a New Europe. 
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Instead of confrontation, Pnr0at8, deterrents, dislputes and 

misundoratandinqs we hear more iand more about COOperati3nr integration, 

assistance, respect for humoa rights, clomocratiaation, freedoms, 

ontrepreneurahip and oi;aer, neworI conceptd n Nevertheless, these far-reaching 

positive trends are at tho same tfmo accompanied by many uncertainties and 

other neqativo side-effects, We therefore feel that what was aai& in the 

Declaration issued at the ministerial Conference of non-aligned aountriee, 

held fn Ghana just few weeks ago, “that the world is still not a slafe plaae”, 

fs absolutely true, 

Tt is indeed R paradox that at the beginning of a new er& holding out 

many promises, various problems that we thought bslonqed to the past have 

begun So m-surface unoxpoctc-dly, z~ch as the revival of nationalism, ethnic 

conflicts and other oxtromfsm, Unfortunataly, my country represents ii grim 

oxamplo in that respect, but I think that onough has been eaid about 

Yugoslavia by my Foreign Minister in the general debate and at the Security 

Council mooting on the situation in my country, RS wall by my delegation in 

t=ho Third Committee, so I am not going to dwell on it hore now, 

As a new systom or international security is created, tho role of the 

United Nutions gains more and moro importance, The Declaration issued at the 

nrinisterPa1 Corderonce in Accra says that the United Nations constitutes the 

central forum for the troatmont of critical problems that affect humanity. 

It is our profound bolisf that the United Nations, in acquiring that 

role, should establish stronger links among various regional and subregional 

groupings and security and cooperation systems. The efficiency and viability 
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of tho United Nations which cama to tha foro after the ond of tha cold war 

should bo cxtoncbd to othor ffeldn of its activities aa well, irrcludfng 

disarmament. 

Never in the past have WQ hoard more about arma and dfsarmamont than fn 

the pericd botween this and last year’s aosafon. On the ono hand, the war in 

the Gulf testified to the torrlfyfng and dostructfve tdature of modern weapons 

and the consoquencos they might havo from, fr)tor alb, tho humanN economic and 

ecologiaal points of view, 

On the qthor hand, rlfsnrmamont proc!o88os have boon romarkably enhanced, 

Here, we have in mind, first, tho latest initiatives for the reduction of 

nuclear arsenals. In addition to signing the Strategic Armrjl Reduction Treaty 

(START), the United Statoo and tho Soviet Union have both put forward new 

proposals for further and substantive roductfon of thoee arma, Yugoelavfa 

upholds and supports those proposals. 

Secondly, we wolcomo tho dociaion of sovoral States to accede to the 

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, au well a8 the announced 

intention of France end China to do oo. Wo are of the opinion that thfa will 

contribute to tho furthor otronqthoning of the univorsal syetom of 

non-proliferation, which should bo one of the pillars of tho new system of 

international security, 

Thirdly, wo must not loso uiqht of tho broakthroughs in negotiations for 

the conclusion of tko comprshontiivo convention on the Llrohibition of chemical 

weapons a,t lxo Conforonco on Disarmament in Gonova. Yugoslavia, as a member 

of that singlo mu1.tilatoral disarmament negotiating forum, feels that 

additional efforts should bu invested and activities focused in order to 
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provide condftfons for tho fimalization of tho text of that convention and for 

opening the aonventfon to the signatory procedure aw a matter of priority. 

Pn the xuno vein, we would like to point to the succeeslful outcome of the 

Thircf Review Conforonce of the Parties to the Convontfon prohibiting 

biological weapons, held in Qenwa early in Septombor, 

The process of conventional disarmament has gained momentum with the 

eicnfng of the agreement establishing a balance of convantfonal forces in 

Europe at lower levels. 

The finalfaatfon of the study on ways and means of promoting transparency 

in international transfers of conventional arms represents a significant 

oontributfon to tho promotion of tho process of conventional dfearmament, We 

believe that enhancement of transparency in this fioild is of extreme 

importance, as the Searetarydeneral stated in the foreword to the etudy: 

“transparency can contrfbuto to tho building of conffdonce and security, 

the reduction of suepicions, mistrust and fear, an8 the timely 

ldontiffcatfon of trends in arm8 transfers’@, (F/46/301, m-3) 
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Furthermore, OR-MB of Lhe aonrarete ideas reoommended in the study is the 

creation of a universal and non-diacriminetory register, under United Nations 

auupices, of ehrme transfers. Yugoslavia supports this recommendation and 

considers it to be useful. 

Proposals for setting up such a register have been put forward by the 

European Community and Japan. Non-aligned and developing countries also have 

their own proposals fn that regard, and all of them should be taken into 

account, We believe that the realisation of such an important initiative 

should be a common endeavour and joint action of the international community. 

In that respect, my delegation will make @fforts to ensure that common 

positions and decisions are reached. 

Within the framework of attaining the goal we have set - general and 

complete disarmament - nuclear disarmament remains the highest priority. In 

that context, one of the questions that certainly calls for new endeavours is 

a comprehensive nuclear-teat ban, 

In this regard, we welcome the recent decision of the Soviet Union, 

announced by President Gorbachev, to have a unilateral moratorium on nuclear 

tests through the next 12 months, 

We also believe that, following the breakthroughs in bilateral nuclear 

disarmament, it is high time the appropriate conditions were finally created 

for the Geneva Conference on Diearmament’s Ad Hoc Committee on a Nuclear Test 

Ben to be given a negotiating inandate. 

I should particularly like to atrees the importance of the Amendment 

Conference of the Parties to the partial test-ban Treaty, held in New York 

last January. The Conference mandated its President to conduct consultation8 
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with a view to achieving progress and resuming the work of the Coarference at 

an appropriate time. In that respect, we support all the activities pursued 

by the Proeidont of the Conference, the Foreign Minister of Indsneaia, 

I&. Ali Alatas, with a view to reconvening the Conference. In our opinion, it 

is particularly important to preserve the present momentum and intensify 

efforts to ensure the early conclusion of a comprehensive nuclear-test ban. 

In closing I should like to make a few remarks about the rationalisation 

of the work of the First Committee. 

The changed international circumstances, the emergence of a new system of 

international security and the new priorities and challenges that lie ahead 

point to the necessity to sustain deliberations on the efficiency of the 

United Nations and on its revitalization. We believe that thia activity 

should be furtiher -ursued. It should be well-considered, carefully rtructured 

and intensified so thic it may extend to all activities of the General 

Assembly. Also, it is evident that some agenda items do not correspond with 

the significantly changed international environment, In that framework, we 

consider thAt the work of the First Committee is gaining importance, And we 

feel that this is the right time to discuss this question, with an open mind 

and in a spirit of cooperation. 

Mr. 0 BR.LFEI , 1 (New Zealand): First, Sir, I wish to express 

congratulations to you and the other officers of the Committee on your 

election to your important positions. It ie good to know that the First 

Committee is in such solid and capable hands, 

We embark on our work in this Committee in the most auspicious climate 

that has ever existed for making progress on disarmament. The recent 

announcements by Presidents Bush and Gorbachev of significant reductions in 



nuclear arsenals have to a large extent blown away the ‘Met of unreality” 

(UpI. u. u), described by the Secretary-General in his annual report, as 

hawing hung over past dfsarmamont negotiations, With the cold war now part of 

hfatory, we are indeed opening the way to a safer and more secure world. 

New Zealand applauds the vision that ushered in these measures. After 

years vhen progress was sometimes gradual, sometimes non-existent, the 

momentum that the nuclear disarmament process has now gathered is striking. 

In the last three weeks the historic announcement by the United States 

and the positive response from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics now 

present the prospect of the elimination of United States and Soviet land-based 

tactical nuclear weapor.8, New Zealand welcomes that move and looks forward to 

its early implementatiou. We also warmly welcome the decision af the United 

States, the Union of Soviet Soafalist Republics and the United Kingdom to 

withdraw tactical nuclear weapons from surface ships, submarines and 

land-based naval aircraft. Following the significant reductions recently 

agreed in the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), we now also look 

forward to negotiations on further cuts to strategic nuclear arsenals, which 

we hope will produce an early and positive result. 

Xn addition to their arms-control value, these latest developments have, 

we believe, an enormous political impact. Ws are moving from an age in whfch 

the major nuclear-weapon States participated in nuclear disarmament 

uegotiatfons as competitors to a period in which trust and confidence allow 

unilateral and complementary disarmament PneasureB, in some case8 without any 

negotiations at all. This is nothing leers than a revaluthon in the way in 

which nuclear disarmament is approached, 
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The multilateral disarmament process, which has for so long called fox 

nuclear-arms reductions of this nature, will undoubtedly wish to show ita 

support for the recent moves. We must remember, tooI that the multilateral 

process, of which the First Committee is a key part, has a major role to play 

in reinforcing the security and stability fostered by these historic moves. 

At a time of unprececlented nuclear-arms reductions, there is a need to 

strengthen measurea to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons. Ae the Prime 

Minister of New Zealand confirmed to the General Assembly ‘last month, 

strengthening the nuclear non-proliferation regime is a priority for New 

Zealkind. Now that the opportunities for creating a more peaceful world are 

greater than ever before , we simply cannot tolerato the possibility that 

further nuclear-weapon States will emerge. 

This issue has been highlighted by the exposure of Iraq’s clandestine 

nuclear-weapons programme. New Zealand, through its association with the work 

of the United Nations Special Commission in Iraq, has been made well aware of 

the difficulties hvoPvec¶. We continue to support the Commission actively in 

its work. 

That a party to the non-proliferation Treaty could embark on a 

nuclear-weapons programme rafsos important issues regarding the existing 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards regime. It is imperative 

that the safeguards regime be strengthened to allow greater scope for 

detection of such clandestine activities. This wirl necessolily mean a more 

intrusive inspection system and a commitment by States parties to the Treaty 

to use the mechanisms that are already provided for this purpose. 
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The Gulf war has shown the importance of rafeguards on the suppPg of 

nuclear technology. New Zealand welcomes the decisioas announced last month 

by the Governmenta of the Wnited Kingdom and France to adopt full-scope 

aafeguarde aa a condition of nuclear nupply. We believe this should be the 

norm for all suppliers of nuclear technology. 

In the Asia-Pacific region, safeguards issues have arisen in another 

form. The coatinued operation by a party to the non-proliferation Treaty, the 

Deanocratic People’s Republic of Korea, of significant unaafeguarded nuclear 

facilities haa raised aerfoua issues. It is unacceptable for one party to ufie 

a bilateral dispute as an excuse for not honouring obligations it has 

undertaken in respect of all other parties to the non-proliferation Treaty. 

The longer this matter rsr&.=. J unresolved, the greater are anxieties about the 

nature of the nuclear programme involved. Clearly, the recent initiatives by 

the major nuclear-weapon St,\tes provide further impetus for the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea ‘LO sign and implement a safeguards agreement, and 

we urge its Government to do so without further delay. 

The challenges to the non-proliferation Treaty regime are clear, but so 

is ita overriding contribution to peace and security. We must work together 

on all fronts to ensure that it is strengthened. This will involve further 

cooperative and complementary efforts, by both nuclear-weapon and 

non-nuclear-weapon parties to the Treaty. New Zealand for its part strongly 

supports the indefinite extension of the non-proliferation Treaty in 1995. We 

helieve that the climate for achieving this result is now better in the light 

of recant positive developments. 
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The recent Uecisions by France, Chiaa, South Africa, Tanmania, Zambia, 

md Zimbabwe to become partfee to the Non-Proliferation Treaty are most 

welcome. The,ir accesalion will bring the Treaty even closer to attractfng 

universal adhek~~c~. in aUdition the progressive bilateral steps that. 

‘~gantfaa am3 Braoil have taken to incrmse peaooful nualear cooperation and 

onhanca coufidouce are much to be commeaded. Mevartholese there remain u 

number of States outside the non-proliferation regime, several of whoare 

nuclear programas have been the subject of considerable internatfonul 

coxm3rn. Those programmes strike a particularly discordant note at a time of 

increaoing dbsarlllamea& sf forts. New Zealand therefore urges all States which 

have not yet done so to accede to the Treaty without delay. 

The recent historic initiatives in the field of nuclear dfearmamont will 

also enhance confidence in the Non-Proliferation Treaty system. These 

mecwur8s will significantly advance the implementation of the nuclear 

disarma.mont obligations containedl An article VI of the Treaty. We look 

forward to even yreater progress in this area. In particular we hope that the 

new developments we are wftneasfng will result in a greater wfllfngnese to 

address nuclear-testing issues, progreea on which remains a priority objectfvo 

for New Zealand. 

It has been New Zealand’s long-standing view that the conclusion of a 

nuclear-test-ban treaty would inhibit both the vertical and borisontal 

proliferation of nuclear weapons. The need for a comprehensive test ban ia 

even more immediate now that substantial reductions of nuclear arsenals are 

being pursued. Indeed with continued nuclear-weapon& reductions New ZecrParnd 

feels that it will become more dfkficult to prenent justification for aray rn,~~r 

for cootinued nuclear testing. 
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The tims has cc-me # m believe, for the internntionaP ccmmunfty to syonk 

With On@ VOfCW 4Jn this SUbjt3Ct. That is why Naw Zealand Pa working once again 

to piacu before thf3 Committee a single resolution calling for an and to 

nuclear testing. Ws balieve that a tent deservfnr of wide support from this 

Committee should be within ouz graap. 

The calls we make for a p xprehonsive test ban are accompanied by an 

acknowledgement that a solid technical EounSation for the verification of such 

3 treaty is eosoatial to ensuring that it is complied with. For this reason 

New Zealand actively participates in the work of the Group of Sciantfffc 

Experts which is testing an international seismic verification system. We 

would encourage other States that are comnrltted to the goal of a compreher~s!~e 

test ban tc participate in that Group’s work, 

The experience that we and Australia have developed in the Group of 

Scientific Experts prc+vlded the basin for discussion papers on vsrQfI.ic:ation 

issues which New Zealand an& Australia presented to the Partial Test B~ln 

Treaty Amandmt!nt Confersr.ce and the Conference on Disarmament earlier thle 

year. The key conclusion of these papers was that A compreheYnsive test-ban 

treaty could be verified by using existing technical means. 

We consider that wof? on a comprehensive test ban needs to be advanced 

further in the Ad Hoc Committee cn a Nuclear Test Ban Qf the Conference on 

Disarmament , It is vital that the Conference responds appropcKntely to the 

new positivcu cl imata by fntoasifyirAg its work in this area. During the moat 

t:o.,ent session of Che Conference, Sweden a*&&tted a revised draft t;roaty 

propooal . It is cur hope that such proposals will be looked at in greater 

cletail during the next s8esion. 



New LealanU objects to nuclear teetfng wherever ft occurs, but it romaius 

oi particu? . concorn that Franie persists in testing nuclear weapons in our 

rogPon a Such tosting is directly contrary to the wfshos of the South Pacific 

countries which negotiated ar.a concluded the South Pacific Nuclear Free ZON 

Treaty. Wo are ospocfally sonscPous of the fragility of our ocean envftonmont 

and any potential threat is clearly a matter of concern within the region. 

The recent mooting of the region’s paramount political ‘rody, the South Facffir! 

Forum, expressed deep dismay at FranciP’s continued nuclear-testing programma 

and reiterated firm and unceasing opposition to nuclear testing Pn tho region, 

Zhero can be no doubt how people in Europe would react to the prospoet of 

hewing to endure OL nuclear-testing programme at a time when dramatic nuclear 

dfsarmamont measures are taking place. But continuud French nuclear tosting 

in th, South Pacific means that the people of our region have had imposed upon 

them a practice which would be unacceptable in other regions, notably Europe. 

The New Zealand Brimo Minister has consequently urged France to roconsidor its 

programme in the light of the fundamental changes taking place elsewhere in 

the disarmament process. 

The new world realities call for a fresh look at subjects on tho 

Qf sarmamont agondu which appear tr have been hostage to the cold war era. The 

issue of negative security assurance8 is one such subject in our view. 

Discussions in the Csnfuronce on Disarmament have made no breakthrough in the 

last A2 years. But the time has come to ask whether some oi’ the obstaclaa to 

progrses in this mrea cannot now be overcome. Zn the dreft resolution on 

negative security assurances which we will consider during this session this 

Committee, under ynrrr able guidance Sir, has an opportunity to look afresh at 

the f~suo. 
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Like other countrPes whfah have spoken before me in this debate, New 

Zoaland’e dfrmrmment concerns metend beyond nuolear weapons alone. The 

uqont noed to conclude an effectfvo ahemhal weapons aonventbon has been 

under:fnod by the Gulf w&r, With the negotiations Pn Geneva now entering a 

critical stage all efforts must be applied to attain this objoctfvo by the 

1992 deadline set by the Conferl;tnce on Diu&rmament. New Zealand will support 

efforts to generate the politiaal impetus that will be necesse.ry to guarantee 

a successful oute2om8. 

Support for t!,e biological wespons Convention is also important for 

international peace and aecurfty. New Zealand ~01s pleafied to see progress 

msde at the recent Review Conference on ways to strengthen the ConveutPon. OJo 

welcome in particular the agreement by States Parties to ostablfsh a group to 

axamfne potential verfficatitin measures euti the improvement of 

coifidance-building. 

Pn the aftermath of the Gulf war there is greater recognition of tho nood 

to adopt effective measura~ to adUress not only weapons of maas destruction 

but also massive build-ups of conventional armaments. As the New Zealand 

Minister for Disarmament and Arma Control said at the Conference on 

Disarmament earlier this year, it is conventional weapons that have caused so 

much death sncl destrtztion fn the wars of the world and that also consume the 

bulk of the world’s excessive military expenditure. 

This Committee has elreec¶y recognioed the role dirrarmament: and 

confidence-building measures can play in the field of conventIona armaments. 

While the measures may need to take account of particular regional 

circulnstanceso States from all regions should enerciso a common dotermination 
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in seaking to adUress issues of pearae end security in a regional aontext where 

appropriate. 

There has already been useful progress in Borne other area8 of the world 

besides Europe. we hope these positive trends will csutinuo, with the United 

Nations play.ing an appropriate role. In partiaular New Zealand comfderbl that 

the work on regional disarmament that has been initiated in the Disarmament 

Commieeion ehould result in general principles relevant to all Statea, and we 

look forward to tangible progresls being made in this regard at next year’61 

aeaaicu of the Commission. 

Openness too is an important meana of improving truat and confidence, and 

therefore c&ability. In this respect New Zealand welcomes the report of the 

Group of Experts on the Study on Waya and Means of Promoting Traneparency in 

International Transfere of Conventional Arms (A/46/301). We consider that the 

recommendations set out in the report provide a viable basic for further 

aotion by this Committee. Sn particular we believe that a United Nations 

register of conventional arms transfers should be eetabliehed as soon aa 

poscrible. We will eupport efforts to acUeve results in thia area during this 

BB88iOn. 

New Zealand believes that an arma control register is part of a wider 

process, of Improving the level of openneee in the disarmament field. The 

scope of this register could be widened in future to include information on 

such matters aa weapons holUngs and indigenous atme production. 
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So far as acma transfers are c~ncerned~ transparency must be accompanied 

by efforts on the part of arm8 exporters and importers to exorcise 

responsibility and restraint. Moves by some major arms exporters to cooperate 

in their efforta are welcome, and we hope that these can be widsned. But it 

is important for all countries to have in place mechanisms to prevent exports 

which are illegal or which would contribute to unwarranted arms build-ups. 

At the beginning of my statement I mentioned the reference in the 

Secretary-General’s report to the “mist of unreality” fn which disarmament 

discussions have boon shrouded. Wo can contribute to lifting the mist here in 

the First Committee by examining our own work praCtiCeSa For example, WQ nood 

to adopt a more roalAstic approach to the content of our agenda. There are 

clearly some issues on the agenda which, after several years0 have bean 

overtaken by events and which are no longer relevant to the actual situation 

in today’s world. A8 was noted in tbo statomont made on Monday on behalf of 

the States members of the European Community, some issues might bo rafsod 

ovary two years, or less frequntly, as p.art of the process of rationalfzetion, 

bisacmeunont has, in the space of a ew years, emerged as a key tool in 

efforts to build a more peaceful and more secure world. The opportunities to 

make progress on the range of disarmament issues bofore us have never been 

better. To ignore these opportunities, or to fritter them away in 

unproductive efforts, would represent a betrayal of the hopes of the 

intornntional cominutrfty . Now Zoalexrd thinks that it is therefore our duty to 

take advantage of the opportunities and to engage in constructive dii\logus 

KhQd By. M!hiQViXXg gX'Wt;iCtil OUtLCOII\QB, 




